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cames
BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM



 

To BCUC  commission.secretary@bcuc.com 

From          

 

 

 

Good Day Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

I am a retired senior living below the poverty line. I do as much as possible to reduce my hydro bill: eat 

lots of raw food to avoid the stove, hang clothes to dry on the outside or inside lines, only heat one 

room with electricity so I don't get sick, insulated the crawl space,  wear more clothes instead of using 

baseboard heaters, use one watt lights in some rooms at night so I don't fall and crack my skull open or 

break a limb, and only create enough garbage to put it out twice a year.  

 

Medically I have asthma and a heart that may need a good jolt of electricity someday to electrocute me 

back to life. I don't have a microwave oven and don't want to have my organs microwaved to accelerate 

their early demise by what Mark Twain would undoubtedly call a stupid smart meter. 

 

My last home electric bill was a total of $26.49, which for two months works out to $13.24 per month, 

and this is about the average throughout the year. I have another meter on a pump for water and that 

bill, although it's just a pump, came to $20.18 or $10.09 a month- almost as high as my house bill. 

 

If BC Hydro charges me an additional $35.00 a month for the pump, and another $35.00 for the house, 

that would mean an extra $70.00 total and $140.00 per billing every two months, which is EXACTLY 

THREE TIMES GREATER than the combined bills for electricity consumed. If that is deemed logical or fair 

or common sense by any stretch of the imagination we should all re-read about what caused the French 

Revolution. 

 

I am hoping those in charge of considerate thinking are getting paid enough to live a little higher on the 

hog than I am, and that they are not manipulated by the same greed, gouging and extortion being 

demonstrated by BC Hydro, the Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette of Imperial British Columbia. 

 

I can read these analogue meters and send in the numbers, free of charge, to BC Hydro. Is it true that 

the meters only legally have to be read twice a year? Why is BC Hydro trying to charge $35.00 per 

month when they only bill every two months? What kind of Mathematics is that? Isn't that a type of 

negative billing, and isn't that illegal in this country? 

 

Hopefully some light bulbs will go on within the imaginations and philanthropic natures of those hired or 

elected officials responsible for controlling BC Hydro money mongrels sitting in their electrifying chairs.  

 

Please keep me informed of decisions you are making in this regard. 

 



Thank you. 

 

Doug Calder 

 

 

 

 

 




